


PRESTIGIOUS HANDICRAFT
made in italy



The story of Formitalia, which belongs to the 
brothers David and Gianni Overi, is a story of 
successful items as well as of winning insights 
that have been able to become a real system 
of total living completely MADE IN ITALY that 
reaches the furniture of prestigious villas 
in the most exclusive places and also the 
carrying out of hotels and cultural centers all 
over the world. 

During the latest years the commercial 
growth of the Formitalia brand and of its 
licensing brands has followed a strategy 
for a distribution by means of a networks 
of boutiques with the brand Formitalia and 
Tonino Lamborghini placed inside luxury 
centers in more than 50 countries all over 
the world.
 
Today Formitalia Luxury Group is therefore an 
important international group that includes 
furniture brands as well as prestigious 
collections based on the idea of total look 
for home, office and the most glamour and 
coolest personal accessories.

The FORMITALIA Group was founded by 
Graziano Overi in 1968, while the first design 
collection FORMITALIA created in 1991, that 
is Boutique Collection, is still a success of the 
production by Formitalia: it is characterized 
by prints and details that remind the world 
of horses, with prints of profiles of Arabian 
horses made of pure silk from Como, and by 
works on metals and leather that Florentine 
craftsmen carry out. This success has been 
reached thanks to the deep knowledge of 
hides, to the selection of the most valuable 
tannings that are processed with crocodile 
and ostrich prints in order to highlight the 
mood that has given the key imprint to the 
Formitalia brand.

All the productions are made mainly in Tuscan 
region, in the cities of Firenze, Prato, Pistoia 
and Pisa, Formitalia stakes on leather and on 
any possible use of it: from the living area 
to the big and sophisticated bedrooms, the 
Formitalia style makes your house be unique, 
precious, cosmopolite, elegant, warm and 
cosy.

HISTORY
In 2002 Formitalia acquired the Mirabili Arte 
d’Abitare brand, the collection of furniture 
and art multiples, created by Sergio Cammilli 
in 1980. The collection comprises limited 
edition works of art by 38 internationally 
known artists such as Barni, Sottsass, 
Cammilli, Ceroli, Corneli, Crema, De Poli, 
Fallani, Grittini, Lodola, Max-Ernst, Mendini, 
Natalini, Ontani, Portoghesi.

In 2004 the brand Tonino Lamborghini 
merged with Formitalia Luxury Group in 
order to allow to widen up the range of the 
collections with fierce pierces of home and 
office furniture lined with leather with bright 
and course. The latest original innovations are 
the designer kitchens Tonino Lamborghini 
that are fully covered with leather, from 
the shelf of the table to the doors of the 
household appliances, as well as a LIMITED 
EDITION collection characterized by the use 
of elements made of carbon and Kevlar fibre.

In 2008 the takeover of the brand MIAMI 
SWING by Renzo Arbore took place and the 
names of Renzo Arbore, Alida Cappellini and 
Giovanni Licheri joined up with the brands 
of Formitalia Luxury Group: the Miami 
Swing collection, which resulted from Renzo 
Arbore’s passion for the USA vintage of the 
50s and 60s and was put in concrete by the 
designers and the stage designers Alida 
Cappellini and Giovanni Licheri, broke out 
with gaudy colors, smooth forms for furniture 
interiors with an informal taste.

In 2011 the collaboration with the prestigious 
British motor company Aston Martin started 
for the exclusive production and marketing 
of the new furniture collection Aston 
Martin Interiors. This line distinguishes as 
an integrated solution of home, office and 
contract offers complete with accessories 
and lighting. 
This collection, which is characterized by a 
clearly design mark, often futurist and strictly 
Made in Italy, represents a synthesis between 
industrial advanced technologies, such as the 
ones used for components made of carbon 
fibre and kevlar, and the use of extremely 
valuable materials such as aniline leather, 
solid aluminium, boiled wool and cashmere.



MATERIALS



DISCOVER OUR BRANDS



The partnership between the two luxury 
brands set out to create a unique, 
contemporary, yet timeless collection of 
furniture, which reflects the traditions and 
craftsmanship of Aston Martin sports cars.

The full collection is flawlessly handcrafted 
in Italy using authentic, luxurious materials.
Dark textured timbers are combined with 
the warm glow of brushed brass, indulgent 
velvets and leathers and the open textured 
weaves of hand woven Italian linens. Each 
piece is finished from a new choice of 
elegant colours. 



V255 LIVING ROOM

Elegantly asymmetrical, the new sofa V255 proposes a clean and compact line that plays with 
evident but pleasantly different details: an interrupted backrest that leaves space to a low armrest, 
in sharp contrast with the other arm of a different shape that creates a perfect angle with the back 
itself. The result is a combination of essential and comfortable design at the same time, enriched by 

the presence of a squareshaped pouffe with an integrated metal tray.



V215 LIVING ROOM

“Cuoio” is one amongst the many treasures one can find in the marvelous hills of Tuscany, where 
Italian fashion is created everyday. We have chosen this incredible leather to dress the shell of 
this V215 sofa, a masterly handcrafted case rising from a slender metal structure with firm seat 

upholstered with any fabric or soft leather from the collection.



V240 DINING ROOM

The new V240 dining table is essential and incredibly elegant and emphasises a sought-after design 
where preciousness emerges by combining materials which are naturally different, each other, 
and able, as a whole, to appeal your look and to enchant for their ostensible simplicity. The table 
is proposed with a tubular metal structure with a matt black finish and a champagne coloured 

brushed terminal and an elegant top made of white Grey Pulpis marble.



V251 BEDROOM

V251’s elegant line dressed with cuoio welcomes the most demanding sleeper with two soft feather 
cushions upholstered in precious Nabuk leather.



V888 KITCHEN

The V888 kitchen, which is true to the styles which represent the tradition and the craftmanship of 
the sporting cars Aston Martin, is fully hand made in Italy in an impeccably way and with refined 
materials. This kitchen, being absolutely “tailor made”, can meet any need in terms of space, form, 

dimension and colour.



Charm and luxury which are more and 
more minimalist and contemporary design 
oriented. 
The rich forms and the classic soul make way 
for a definitely modern style where what is 
essential is enhanced by refined materials 
and exceptional finishing, distinguished by 
a craftsmanship which is very proudly made 
in Italy.

Satin finished metals, natural stones, hides 
and refined fabrics peep out emerging from 
a context where design is characterised 
by extremely clean lines which are able 
to emphasize, now more than ever, that 
flawless manufacturing which has always 
distinguished, in Italy and worldwide, 
Formitalia production. 

The selection ranges from metals with pale 
gold finishing with satin finish or titanium 
finishing with a glossy effect to marbles 
such as black Marquinia and Afyon up to 
natural stones such as white onyx; woods 
with the mahogany essence with a very 
natural effect or black open pore ash; 
Nappa leather, hides manually treated with 
aniline and exclusive fabrics, available in 
more than 50 colours.



GIULIA LIVING ROOM

Sofas and armchairs collection characterized by an elegant metal tubular structure with satin 
champagne gold finish that contains and supports a curved backrest that ends with refined 
delicacy in the armrests. The seat, important in size, is completed with different types of 

cushions to ensure comfort, design and elegance at the same time. 



OVERSEAS LIVING ROOM
Overseas Sofa is characterised by an external frame upholstered with leather and by an inside 
padding, enhanced by specialseams with a “capitonné” effect, available in fabric or in Nappa 
leather with a selection of more than 50 colours. Their small feet are covered with leather with 

a metal end.



PRINCE DINING ROOM
Prince, an important mahogany dining table with semi-gloss finish and white Afyon marble 

inserts. The legs are completely covered inleather with metal inserts colored shiny titanium.



OVERSEAS BEDROOM
Great charm for the new bed characterized by an elegant structure covered in leather with 
metal legs in satin champagne gold finish. The internal headboard, padded, is presented in 

fabric and embellished with particular “capitonnè” effect stitching.



YANGOON OFFICE
Enhance your home or office decor with  the new YANGOON desk of Formitalia Glamour 
collection. Elegant metal details, new printing on aniline leather and wood veneer is showcase 

a luxury piece in your project.



The path Formitalia has taken more than 15 
years ago continues irreversible and with 
more and more determination producing 
and sharing the Tonino Lamborghini Casa 
collection. 

The luxury collection for home and office 
is further enriched by new and vibrant 
furnishing items, very charming and full of 
details which do not escape notice. 
Hides and fabrics of impeccable quality 
available in 100 combinations of colours, 
sought-after wood and worked by skilled 
and qualified craftsmen’s hands, amazing 
and unique details which identify a very 
appreciated brand which is well-known 
worldwide. 

The new models of the Tonino Lamborghini 
Casa collection evoke, with elegance as 
usual, the world of vintage grantourers, 
a clear-cut reference to the history of the 
Lamborghini family, both as far as the 
design lines and the employedmaterials 
are concerned. The mechanical stylistic 
elements – bearings, connecting - rods, pistons, 
exhaust pipes, aeration grilles, headlights, 
leaf springs and hinges – which have always 
characterized the luxury accessories of 
the brand – represent the key paradigms 
inspiring upholstered sofas, desks and beds 
manufactured by Formitalia Luxury Group 
for Tonino Lamborghini.



ALPHA-ONE LIVING ROOM
Alpha-one sofa has an external structure completely covered in leather with vertical 

tone-on-tone stitching and a metal base with titanium finish. 
Seat and back can be chosen in leather or covered in fabric with leather cord. Even 
the armrests leave freedom of preference: simple with or without a support cushion or 

with a protruding side.



VICTORIA LIVING ROOM
A new refined covering, made of herringbone fabric finished with an elegant string 
made of leather in a contrasting colour, fully envelops the soft armchair characterised 
by a very smooth and agreeable line. Elegance and comfort are combined and result 

in a unique and timeless item



YAS HOME CINEMA
Yas armchairs are equipped with a space for a refrigerating bottle/tin stand and with a 
complex electrical mechanism which allows not only a massage but also wide reclining 
movements of the back and of the footstool which, together with the manual movement 
of the headrest, allow to enjoy the maximum relax customizing it for individual needs.



REIMS BEDROOM
The new Reims bed by Tonino Lamborghini presents a refined structure completely 
covered in leather with embroidery on the headboard and TL logo in the center. The 
integrated bedside tables are equipped with LED lighting and inserts in semi-glossy 

flamed sand.



GT MARBLE OFFICE
The innovative GT Marble Desk by Tonino Lamborghini Casa, designed by Formtialia 
Luxury Group has a double support with a symmetrical, elegant form of leg that 
emphasizes it’s sportive character. Wooden legs of the desk are covered in marble 

plates and the top is covered in aniline leather. 



        

FIBONACCI LIVING ROOM
Fibonacci sofa composition is one of the latest Tonino Lamborghini casa collection. As 
all the elements of upholstered collection, Fibonacci is characterized by an extreme 
attention to comfort. As all other sofas from collection Tonino Lamborghini, Fibonacci 

composition is available in fabric or aniline leather.



After the foundation of Poltronova in 1957, 
Sergio Cammilli had the original idea of   
creating Mirabili Arte d’Abitare in 1986, with 
the aim of creating a collection of “usable 
art” objects signed by important artists and 
architects, and often made in limited edition. 
A long time has passed since then but the 
concept has remained the same. Indeed, 
if anything strong from the experiences 
accumulated with Formitalia, from close 
friendships with artists and protagonists of 
the art world, the Overi Brothers by acquiring 
the Mirabili Arte d’Abitare in 2002, managed 
to create a large living museum, a place of 
exchange, alive and prolific, where artists, 
the most famous, the most important, plan 
and discuss together
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http://formitalia.it/wp-content/uploads/brand_catalogues/Mirabili.pdf
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http://formitalia.it/wp-content/uploads/brand_catalogues/Tonino-Lamborghini-Casa-Volume-6-Preview.pdf
http://formitalia.it/wp-content/uploads/brand_catalogues/XIX_TL-casa.pdf
http://formitalia.it/wp-content/uploads/brand_catalogues/XIX_TL-casa.pdf
http://formitalia.it/wp-content/uploads/brand_catalogues/XIX-FORMITALIA-Luxury-Brands.pdf
http://formitalia.it/wp-content/uploads/brand_catalogues/XIX-FORMITALIA-Luxury-Brands.pdf
http://formitalia.it/wp-content/uploads/brand_catalogues/Milan-2018_Aston-Martin_Formitalia-Glamour_Tonino-Lamborghini-Casa_Collection.pdf
http://formitalia.it/wp-content/uploads/brand_catalogues/Milan-2018_Aston-Martin_Formitalia-Glamour_Tonino-Lamborghini-Casa_Collection.pdf



